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Expanding the sample of GCs 
with deep radio observations
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Selecting clusters for likelihood of 
detecting IMBHs and stellar-mass BHs:

Massive & Nearby
*or* 

Really massive

   To be observed
   Yes, BH candidates
   No BH candidates



Expansion Approved!

280 Hours on Jansky VLA:
28 GCs (Dec > -35 deg),
each reaching sensitivity
1σ = 1.5 μJy

560 Hours on ATCA:
26 Southern GCs,
each reaching sensitivity
1σ = 3.5 μJy



Spanning a range of 
cluster properties



Searching for IMBHs with the 
“Fundamental Plane” of BH activity  

valid in 
low/hard 
state

Lr ~ Lx0.6

Merloni et al. 2003



Predicting radio emission 
from IMBHs

1. Globular clusters have gas 
from giants

2. Some gas will accrete onto 
IMBH

3. Accretion will produce X-ray 
and radio emission with some 
efficiency



formalism: Maccarone (2004), Maccarone & Servillat (2008), Strader et al (2012)

(i) ICM density: 0.2 cm-3 
(ii) Accretion rate: 3% of Bondi
(iii) efficiency:       (not 0.1)
(iv)
(v) IMBH is on fundamental plane

Predicting radio emission 
from IMBHs



Predicting radio emission 
from IMBHs: Typical Numbers 

Accretion rate is 0.1% 
of wind from a single 
red giant.



Predicting radio emission 
from IMBHs: Typical Numbers 

Accretion rate is 0.1% 
of wind from a single 
red giant.

Radiative efficiency 
comparable to Sgr A*.



IMBH Non-detections in all GCs
(16, to date)

MBH <~ 980 M! MBH <~ 730 M!  MBH <~ 360 M!  

Strader et al (2012)

Ter 5 M62



X-ray observations place 
similar limits.

ω Cen
(Haggard et al. 2013)

291 ks of 
Chandra time

At center: 
< 1.6x1030 erg/s

MBH < 4x103 M☉



But radio observations are 
more efficient.

7 μJy radio 
(8 ks on VLA) 

or
(36 ks on ATCA)

*equivalent to*

1.6x1030 erg/s X-ray 
(291 ks on Chandra)



Strong Limits on IMBHs in GCs
(16, to date)

(Distance 
matters)



IMBHs aren’t 
so massive.

*or* 

Accretion 
is very 

inefficient
.

1) ICM density

2) Fraction of Bondi

3) Radiative efficiency:
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Table 1
Globular Cluster Data

ID R.A. (J2000)a Decl. (J2000)a Uncertainty Dist.b 3σ Flux Densityc 3σ LR
d 3σ IMBH Masse

(hr:min:sec) (◦:′:′′) (′′) (kpc) (µJy) (erg s−1) (M⊙)

M15 21:29:58.33 +12:10:01.2 0.2 10.3 ± 0.4 6.3 4.7 × 1027 980
M19 17:02:37.80 −26:16:04.7 1.1 8.2 ± 0.4 4.5 2.1 × 1027 730
M22 18:36:23.94 −23:54:17.1 0.8 3.2 ± 0.3 4.5 3.2 × 1026 360

Notes.
a Source of photometric centers: M15 and M22 (Goldsbury et al. 2010); M19 (Picard & Johnston 1995).
b Source of distances: M15 (van den Bosch et al. 2006), M19 (Valenti et al. 2007), and M22 (Monaco et al. 2004).
c 3σ limit at average frequency of 5.9 GHz.
d Equivalent 3σ radio luminosity limit.
e Equivalent 3σ IMBH mass limit.

the (mass-dependent) X-ray luminosity of the IMBH, then use
the radio–X-ray fundamental plane for accreting BHs in the
low/hard state (Merloni et al. 2003; Falcke et al. 2004) to con-
vert the radio constraint to a mass constraint. We briefly summa-
rize the principal assumptions here; more details may be found
in the cited references. Uncertainties in these assumptions are
discussed in Section 3.4.

We assume that the X-ray luminosity is given by the standard
equation LX = ϵṀc2, with radiative efficiency ϵ and mass
accretion rate Ṁ . Rather than the standard ϵ = 0.1, we assume
that at low accretion rates the efficiency scales linearly with the
accretion rate: ϵ ∝ Ṁ . Here we define a low accretion rate as
Ṁ/Ṁedd < 0.02, which is the typical state transition luminosity
for X-ray binaries (Maccarone 2003). Requiring continuity with
ϵ = 0.1 at the transition gives ϵ = 0.1 ((Ṁ/Ṁedd)/0.02) at low
accretion rates. We also assume that Ṁ is given by 3% of the
Bondi rate for gas at T = 104 K (Pellegrini 2005), noting that it
is the product ϵṀ that is observable. The density of this gas is
assumed to be ρ = 0.2 cm−3 (see Section 3.4). Any accreting
IMBHs in GCs will be in the low/hard state: sources accreting
at higher rates would be easily detectable as luminous X-ray
sources in existing surveys.

We use an updated form of the radio–X-ray BH fundamental
plane from Plotkin et al. (2012). Their “contracted” sample
is used, which includes Galactic stellar-mass BHs, Sgr A*, and
some nearby low-luminosity active galactic nuclei (but excludes
BL Lacs and FR I radio galaxies). This plane is given by

log LX = (1.44 ± 0.09) log LR

− (0.89 ± 0.09)log MBH − (5.95 ± 2.58), (1)

where LX is the X-ray luminosity and LR is the radio luminosity,
both in units of erg s−1. This version of the fundamental plane
has a scatter of σ = 0.4, corresponding to a factor of 2.5 in
X-ray luminosity. The plane is defined at 5 GHz, and we assume
flat radio spectra.

Given these assumptions, our 3σ flux density limits translate
directly to 3σ IMBH mass limits. For M15, M19, and M22,
these values are: 980, 730, and 360 M⊙. Figure 2 illustrates
these limits graphically.

We emphasize that these values—unlike some in the litera-
ture—utilize conservative assumptions about the accretion rate
and efficiency. For example, mass limits based on X-ray non-
detections alone have typically assumed accretion at the full
Bondi rate and with a fixed radiative efficiency (e.g., Grindlay
et al. 2001). This difference in approach explains why similar
published constraints are often derived from X-ray and radio
measurements, even though radio observations are more sensi-
tive to the presence of IMBHs.

Figure 2. Predicted IMBH mass as a function of 5 GHz radio flux density for
M19 and M22 (solid line) and M15 (dashed line). The only difference is the
cluster distance. The 3σ flux density limits of 4.5 µJy (M19 and M22) and
6.3 µJy (M15) are marked with the respective line styles. The intersection of
the appropriate flux density limit with the model curve yields the IMBH mass
limit for each cluster.

In M22, the 360 M⊙ limit corresponds to ϵ ∼ 3 × 10−6,
comparable to that derived from some models of the accretion
onto Sgr A* (Narayan et al. 1998; Quataert & Gruzinov 2000),
and the predicted X-ray luminosity is 9 × 1029 erg s−1. The
associated accretion rate limit is ∼5 × 10−12 M⊙ yr−1, 0.1% of
the typical ongoing mass loss from a single cluster red giant
(Dupree et al. 2009).

3.4. Mass Limit Uncertainties

There are uncertainties in most of our assumptions about the
properties of accretion onto possible IMBHs. Here we describe
the characterization of these uncertainties and Monte Carlo
simulations to assess their cumulative effects.

We assume that the IMBH accretes at a fraction of the Bondi
rate. The measurements of Pellegrini (2005) suggest that active
galactic nuclei typically accrete at a few percent of the Bondi
rate, but with a large scatter. We therefore assume a lognormal
distribution for the fraction of Bondi (fb) centered at fb = 0.03,
with σ = 0.7 (in log fb), and truncated above at fb = 1.
Since observations constrain the product ϵṀ rather than either
quantity alone, this distribution of fb should be interpreted as
including some uncertainty in ϵ as well.

The Bondi rate itself depends on the density of gas surround-
ing the IMBH. There are two GCs for which measurements of
intracluster gas have been published: 47 Tuc and M15 (Freire
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Strong Limits on IMBHs in GCs
(16, to date)



A clever strategy for 
expanding IMBH searches

Wrobel, Miller-Jones & Nyland in prep

Stack of 245 GCs in NGC 1023 (11 Mpc)
rms ~ 1.2 μJy/beam in just 5 minutes on source!
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A clever strategy for 
expanding IMBH searches

Wrobel, Miller-Jones & Nyland in prep

Stack of 245 GCs in NGC 1023 (11 Mpc)
rms ~ 1.2 μJy/beam in just 5 minutes on source!
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Future stacks of MW GCs will 
give deepest limits.
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‹❮ ≲300 M☉ ›❯ 
at ‹❮ 7 kpc ›❯

Stay Tuned!


